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Abstract. Software architects often use model-based techniques to analyse per-
formance (e.g. response times), reliability and other extra-functional properties of
software systems. These techniques operate on models of software architecture
and execution environment, and are applied at design time for early evaluation
of design alternatives, especially to avoid implementing systems with insufficient
quality. Virtualisation (such as operating system hypervisors or virtual machines)
and multiple layers in execution environments (e.g. RAID disk array controllers
on top of hard disks) are becoming increasingly popular in reality and need to be
reflected in the models of execution environments. However, current component
meta-models do not support virtualisation and cannot model individual layers of
execution environments. This means that the entire monolithic model must be
recreated when different implementations of a layer must be compared to make
a design decision, e.g. when comparing different Java Virtual Machines. In this
paper, we present an extension of an established model-based performance pre-
diction approach and associated tools which allow to model and predict state-of-
the-art layered execution environments, such as disk arrays, virtual machines, and
application servers. The evaluation of the presented approach shows its applica-
bility and the resulting accuracy of the performance prediction while respecting
the structure of the modelled resource environment.

1 Introduction

Extra-functional properties are becoming increasingly important: Users are concur-
rently accessing complex distributed software systems and the scale of applications
grows constantly, which makes it hard to provide high Quality of Service (QoS) as ex-
pected by users. In this setting, early design-time model-based prediction approaches
help to develop software which fulfills QoS requirements such as a low response time.
Most state-of-the-art design-time prediction approaches operate on component-oriented
models, because components allow to structure an application and simplify its analysis.
These design-time prediction approaches also help to avoid creating implementations
which suffer from bottlenecks introduced in the design phase, by analysing the de-
sign models before the implementation is started. Thus, the design-time QoS prediction
saves costs for adapting implemented software in order to meet QoS requirements.
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To control the increasing complexity of large-scale applications, the use of mid-
dleware such as application servers and architecture frameworks is gaining popularity.
Additionally, software and hardware virtualisations like Java Virtual Machine and Xen
are becoming popular as they increase the flexibility of execution environments. These
additional software and hardware layers1 have significant impact on extra-functional
properties of software systems, which makes it desirable to capture them during design-
time modelling.

Still, current component-oriented modelling approaches lack explicit support of lay-
ering of both software and hardware, as we will lay out in related work in Section 4.
This shortcoming limits the expressiveness of the models because the structure of the
application and the access limitations imposed by layering cannot be expressed faith-
fully, and it becomes impossible to account for the performance impact introduced by
virtualisation layers. Ignoring layers also means that the entire model of the execution
environment must be exchanged even if a single layer is changed, for example when
different Java Virtual Machines are to be compared on the same hardware.

The contribution of this paper is a working solution for modelling layers and virtual-
isation. It is implemented as an extension of the Palladio Component Model (PCM) [1],
its model of the execution environment, and its tools. Our solution increases the ex-
pressiveness and the performance prediction capabilities of the PCM, and is the first
component model to provide support for bytecode-based performance prediction. The
extended PCM is capable of capturing detailed information on usage of software re-
sources such as operating system calls or virtual machine calls, but also of hardware
resource usage like RAID array accesses and CPU demands. Each resource modelled
by the PCM provides explicit resource interfaces which can have multiple services, thus
enabling the distinction of services that may cause resource contention from services
that can be executed in parallel without impacting each other. For example, concurrent
write accesses to a RAID array compete, while concurrent read accesses can run in par-
allel without causing contention. Furthermore, the extended PCM specifies well-defined
communication among models of layers, avoiding overlapping modelling artifacts and
allowing to change a layer and its model without side effects on other layers. By main-
taining a clean division of modelling tasks and artefacts in the PCM, our approach
supports division of labour across different roles such as component developer, system
architect and application deployer, which is beneficial for modelling large-scale and
heterogeneous applications.

We successfully evaluated the extended Palladio Component Model and performance
prediction approach in a case study that modelled a multi-layered application running
on a Java virtual machine. We show that the performance of components in this ap-
plication can be successfully modelled and predicted using the extended PCM and
its tools.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the founda-
tions of this work, Section 3 details on requirements of layer modelling the application
to large-scale software systems and Section 4 highlights related work. Section 5 presents

1 The term layer will hereafter be used to describe a grouping and abstraction mechanism for
software components, where primarily components of adjacent layers communicate with each
other. Components reside in layers.
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the realised model extensions and simulation enhancements while Section 6 presents an
evaluation of the extended Palladio Component Model and its performance prediction
capabilities. Section 7 summarises the paper and discusses future work.

2 Foundations

The Palladio Component Model (PCM) [1] is a domain-specific language for mod-
elling component-based software architectures and corresponding execution environ-
ments. Technically, the PCM is a meta-model, as its instances are models of concrete
components and applications; the meta-model is described in detail in [1].

The PCM allows for modelling components including their behaviour, their relations,
their deployments, and their assembly into software architectures. The resulting models
can be transformed into analytical and simulation models for performance prediction
to enable the evaluation of design decisions. Other transformations can be written for
being applied to the PCM model instances to predict other QoS properties, such as
reliability or maintainability. The PCM comes with an Eclipse-based PCM workbench
for creating architectural application models, models of execution environments and for
parametrically modelling the usage (workload) of the modelled application.

A component can be a basic component or a composite component. A basic compo-
nent cannot encapsulate further components, whereas a composite component contains
other components (which can be basic components or composite components). A PCM
model of a component must have at least one provided interface and can have required
interfaces. These interfaces are modelled as first-class entities and put into relation to
components by provided roles or required roles; each interface has at least one service
which can have input parameters and can have at most one output parameter.

To enable the prediction of the performance of a software system, additional infor-
mation on the performance can be attached to provided services of a component. This
information is an abstracted specification of a service’s behaviour, called Resource De-
manding Service Effect Specification (RD-SEFF). RD-SEFFs are being modelled as
automata with two main types of elements: internal actions (which also specify re-
source demands a service itself causes, e.g. CPU usage) and external actions (which
model the calls to required services, using the required interfaces of the component).
The resources (whose usage is specified in internal RD-SEFF actions) are specified in
the execution environment that a component is deployed on and executed in.

The PCM defines different models of a software system, which together make up
a full PCM instance to allow for division of labour. These models are provided by
different developer roles summarised in Fig. 1 (see [12] for an in-depth description).

In Fig. 1, the different developer roles and the artefacts they work with are shown:

– the component developer is responsible for providing specifications of basic and
composed components, which he stores in component repositories,

– the system architect assembles components into a complete software system by
specifying how components are connected and how they interact with each other,

– the system deployer installs and configures the software system on the execution
environment’s nodes (in context of the PCM-based modelling, the system deployer
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Fig. 1. PCM Developer Roles and Artefacts

also provides a model of the execution environment, on which a software system is
deployed),

– and the domain expert provides a usage model which describes the workload of the
software system (i.e. an aggregated, stochastic description of the end-user behavi-
our, incl. the number of concurrent users; the PCM breaks this information down
into the usage and input parameters of individual component services [11]). The
usage model describing the workload is denoted by the stickman icon in the right
part of Fig. 1.

The last PCM role is the QoS analyst who performs the QoS analysis and interprets
its results, and makes the results available to the other roles and stakeholders. The QoS
analyst is not shown in Fig. 1 since it is a cross-cutting role which interacts with all
other roles.

3 Requirements for Modelling Layered Execution Environments

This section describes three scenarios from which we derive six requirements for the
modelling of execution environments in component-oriented meta-models. We also
point out why existing concepts and component models do not fulfill these requirements,
before we discuss how these requirements map specifically to the Palladio Component
Model (PCM). The scenarios and the resulting requirements serve as the preparations
for the contribution described in Section 5 and its evaluation in Section 6.

The following three scenarios enjoy increasing popularity in today’s software sys-
tems, so it is desirable to support them in component-oriented modelling approaches:

SC1 Layered execution environments that consist of multiple software layers (e.g.
virtual machines running on top of operating system hypervisors) and of layers of
hardware resources like RAID array controllers on top of single disks. In this sce-
nario, single hard disks are hidden by the RAID controller and thus they cannot be
accessed directly anymore. Of course, multiple virtualisation layers are possible,
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and in some cases a layer can use all layers below it, not only the layer directly
underneath it.

SC2 Bytecode components, for example Java components that are compiled to
platform-independent bytecode. Java bytecode components are comprised of
bytecode instructions which are executed on Java Virtual Machines and not di-
rectly by an operating system on a hardware CPU. Bytecode components include
elementary (i.e. non-method) bytecode instructions like IADD for integer addition
as well as invocations of the platform APIs provided by the virtual machine.

SC3 Complex parts of the execution environment, for example Windows/Linux
schedulers or hardware controllers like RAID controllers, for which third-party,
non-PCM behaviour models or performance models already exist. The effort of
re-modelling these existing complex models in the PCM is too high, while their
runnable implementation (e.g. Java code) is a candidate for integration with the
prediction tooling in the PCM or other meta-models.

It is important to stress that the first scenario cannot be modelled satisfactory using only
conventional components. To see why, consider Fig. 2 where the component
VIRTUALPC virtualises the component WINDOWS (which models the Windows op-
erating system, which in turn accesses the CPU that is not shown in the figure). In
the left part of the figure, the business component B can access both VIRTUALPC
and WINDOWS, because they have the same interface osInterface. This modelling
would contradict the reality, where the host OS cannot be accessed bypassing the vir-
tualiser. A solution to this problem is to encapsulate the WINDOWS component in the
VIRTUALPC component, making the latter a composite component, as illustrated by
the right part of Fig. 2.

However, the solution using composite components for encapsulation is also prob-
lematic: it means that if WINDOWS is to be replaced by another component WINDOWS2
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Fig. 2. Counterexample showing the impact caused by absence of well-defined layering: Unde-
sired bypassing of a resource virtualiser (left); restricted reuse of virtualisers modelled as com-
posite components (right). Further possible component connections indicated by dashed line.
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(e.g. a different Windows OS), the VIRTUALPC composite component has to be
replaced with another composite component VIRTUALPC’ which encapsulates WIN-
DOWS2. Clearly, the encapsulation does not support the interchangeability of the dif-
ferent layers: WINDOWS and WINDOWS2 should be interchangeable while maintaining
VIRTUALPC. Besides, this model does not reflect reality, since the VIRTUALPC exe-
cutable does not encapsulate the underlying operating system in practice.

Both ways of modelling show that features of infrastructure environments contain-
ing layers cannot be captured by models containing traditional components only. This
results in the requirement to support strict layering in the component model, where a
layer can only be deployed on the adjacent lower layer.

Besides the above practical scenarios, components should hold important properties
that are highlighted in the component definition of Szyperski [23]:

“A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified
interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can
be deployed independently and is subject to composition by third parties.”

In the following subsection, we derive requirements for the modelling of execution
environments, using the above scenarios and Szyperski’s definition as motivation.

3.1 Derived Requirements for the Modelling of Execution Environments

The above scenarios SC1–SC3 and the component definition lead to the following six
requirements for advancing the modelling of execution environments:

R1 “explicit layering”: Introduction of explicit, well-defined support for layering of
software and hardware parts of the software system and the execution environment
(cf. SC1).

R2 “explicit assumptions”: Components should not make assumptions on their envi-
ronment that are not stated in their required interface(s), cf. Szyperski’s component
definition, this should also be reflected in the component model. For example, a
component cannot know whether it is run directly on hardware or on a virtualiser of
it. Only the interface of the execution environment can be known (e.g. a component
can only run in a Java virtual machine; cf. SC1 and SC2). Thus, explicit resource
interfaces need to be introduced to capture the assumptions of a component.

R3 “environment parametrisation”: Component behaviour specifications need to be
parameterised over resource services to support the interchangeability in SC1. For
example, hard disk read and write can have a different response time which cannot
be known by a component, whose behaviour thus must be explicitly parameterised
over read and write resource access.

R4 “third-party models”: Support for existing third-party, source-code level beha-
viour models of complex parts of execution environments like operating system
schedulers [7] to increase precision of analyses (cf. SC3). The integration of these
source code models should be seamless and supported by meta-model.

R5 “division of work”: Components should allow for division of labour which is im-
plied by third-party composition (cf. Szyperski’s component definition). The same
holds for layers, which should support dividing responsibilities along with layers.
For managing large-scale applications, dividing modelling among roles is desirable.
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R6 “lower complexity”: To lower users’ learning curve, existing modelling concepts
and principles should be maintained. For example, complexity of models can be
lowered if modelling constructs are reused for different concepts (e.g. if basic and
composite components share the same relations to interfaces).

In the following subsection, we study how far these requirements are fulfilled by current
component (meta-)models.

3.2 Implementation of Requirements in Current Component Models

Before the work described in this paper was started, the PCM allowed for hardware
resources only, for example CPUs, HDDs, or network connections. These resources
were accessed implicitly, i.e. not through interfaces. The software parts of the execution
environment (e.g. software layers that virtualise the hardware resources) would have to
be modelled as components. Distinct hardware layers were not supported at all.

Other component models such as ROBOCOP [2], SOFA [3] or KLAPER [5] also
only support structuring applications mostly by basic and composite components. If
also components of the execution environment (e.g. middleware and applications serv-
ers) are captured, these models result in a very large single layer that captures both
business and technical aspects. In some models, other elements of the execution en-
vironment like virtual machines, or hardware servers can be captured in a distinct
layer, but remain as a monolithic block, only. For example, resource demands are given
as fixed time in ms, or can only be mapped to a single resource layer, which itself
cannot be composed. Exchanging a single element of execution environment requires
re-modelling the entire monolithic block. Therefore, estimating the impact of the exe-
cution environment on component properties is not possible as it would be necessary to
re-model them to enable “what-if” analyses.

We detail on related approaches in the next section. After that, Section 5 describes
our extension of the PCM that fulfills the requirements described above and that over-
comes the limitations found in the “old” PCM and also in the related approaches.

4 Related Work

The most widespread standard for modelling software systems is the Unified Mod-
eling Language (UML) [16], but it does not support modelling of software layers or
resource access through interfaces. Specific enhancements such as the UML Profile for
Schedulability, Performance and Time (UML-SPT) [15] contain a resource model in-
cluding resource usage, resource management and deployment modelling, but do not
provide layers for software components. The UML Profile for Modelling and Analy-
sis of Real-time and Embedded Systems (MARTE) [17], contains a more sophisticated
resource model, but its specification is still under development. All UML-based ap-
proaches share the loose semantics of UML, which make them hard to analyse and
simulate.

Transformations into analysis models include the Core Scenario Model (CSM) [18],
which can be considered as a bridge between the UML-SPT profile and performance
models like layered queueing networks. The CSM allows for modelling the behaviour
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of software, but comprehensive resources like composite resources cannot be mod-
elled. Modelling of active resources is limited to the specification of attributes like
“time per operation” and “scheduling policy”. The intermediary language KLAPER of
Grassi et al. [5] focuses on component-based systems and allows to transform them
into analysis models like queueing networks, or Petri nets. A resource is associated
with offered services, which may contain specifications of the service execution time
or the failure probability. KLAPER is designed to be simple, and resources are not dis-
tinguished from components. Thus, KLAPER cannot distinguish between component
services and resource services and this results in a single component/resource layer.

Component models with support of performance prediction include PCM [1],
SOFA [3], PACC [9], ROBOCOP [2] and CUTS [20]. SOFA was designed to support
dynamic component reconfiguration and controllers, which are a specific part of a com-
ponent. Controllers are accessed through a special interface that provides features like
life-cycle management or reconfiguration. In SOFA, component business logic can inter-
act with its control part. While the SOFA execution platform supports detailed distribu-
tion aspects, its meta-model only supports a ResourceDeploymentDescription (cf. [10])
to allocate resources by a component. The PACC approach [9] provides a framework
for assembling components and analysing such assemblies, for example with regard to
performance properties. However, resource demands of a component can only be speci-
fied in milliseconds, not in a platform-independent way. ROBOCOP [2] is a middleware
architecture and execution framework for embedded real-time component-based appli-
cations. It allows to predict the performance of such embedded applications and con-
tains an execution framework which abstracts the underlying platform [4]. Resources
in ROBOCOP include, among others, CPU, memory, and bus. Component specifica-
tions may contain a resource-usage specification, for example the claimed CPU time in
milliseconds. Again, it is not possible to specify the resource demand in a platform-
independent way and the ROBOCOP publications do not disclose a resource meta-
model. CUTS [20] is a tool that allows for creating models of component-based systems,
which can then be used for early system integration tests. As for ROBOCOP, CUTS
mainly aims at QoS evaluation of real-time and embedded systems.

Software Performance Models have been pioneered in Software Performance En-
gineering (SPE), which is a quantitative software engineering approach that aims at
meeting performance requirements [22], but focuses on monolithic systems instead
of component-based software systems. The resulting meta-model in SPE is generic
and strongly relates to queuing networks [21]. A resource can only be modelled as
a Server or WorkUnitServer element. Possible resource attributes are limited to “quan-
tity”,“schedulingPolicy”, “timeUnits”, and “serviceTime”. Another performance model
is presented by Woodside et al. in [25], where Resource Functions are used to model re-
source demands of components. These functions can be determined by measurements,
but only resource demands that occur on CPU or hard disk resources are considered.
The approach of [25] does not deal with a complex layered execution environments
through which resources are accessed.

Layering is discussed in several publications. Sharma et al. [19] are concerned with
the performance of layered architectures in which layers cannot be distinguished from
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components and support no composition. They capture average resource demands per
service and limit the approach to two resource types (CPU, HDD). Resource demands
cannot be transformed across layers (beyond simple additions per layer), and no ex-
plicit meta-model exists. Gupta and Shirole [6] focus on the performance of collabora-
tion products like groupware applications. To estimate the impact of single layers, they
require benchmarks per layer but do not support design-time prediction – instead they
provide a development process for meeting requirements. Their approach does not deal
with components nor explicit interfaces. Maly and Woodside [14] use LQNs as design
model and focus on modelling networks. No architecture meta-model is provided in [14],
thus neither layers nor explicit interfaces exist. Verdickt et al. [24] follow an MDA ap-
proach and estimate the performance impact of middleware (layers). In their approach,
such specific information is added to a flattened system model, which is not supporting
layers.

5 Modelling Layered Execution Environments in the PCM

This section describes extensions of the Palladio Component Model (PCM; as described
in [1]) that fulfill the requirements R1 through R6 defined in Section 3. Section 6 eval-
uates this extensions in a case study.

The extensions made to the PCM will be explained using the example of a multi-
layered application from Fig. 3. In the example, newly introduced resource interfaces
are distinguished from business interfaces by the use of “square” instead of “rounded”
balls (cf. the interface of the CPU in Fig. 3). We will detail on the interfaces after
introducing the new layers which are also present in Fig. 3.

Layers. According to R1 (“explicit layering”), layering was introduced in the PCM. In
the example, a ResourceContainer is the model of a node of the execution envi-
ronment, where the node is a physical computer incl. hardware resources such as CPU.
On the ResourceContainer multiple layers are deployed. These layers are classi-
fied in four types (from bottom to top in Fig. 3): Resources, controllers, infrastructure
components, and business components. The layers are presented in the following.

The computer runs an operating system hypervisor (e.g. a Xen Virtual Machine,
“HostOSController”) which hosts an operating system (e.g. a Linux distribution, “Guest-
OSController”). The hypervisor and the guest OS are modelled as controllers, where a
controller is a novel feature introduced into PCM to support modelling of complex logic
that is not available as a PCM component or resource (for example where only Java code
that simulates the modelled logic exists; R4 “third-party models”). The controllers are
layered (with the guest OS on top) to express that the JVMComponent cannot access
the provided interface of the HostOSController anymore, but has to access the provided
interface of the GuestOSController instead.

The JVMComponent is a component that models the JVM, which is part of the exe-
cution environment. Therefore, the JVMComponent is an infrastructure component that
resides in a so-called InfrastructureComponentScope of the extended PCM
to differentiate business logic from technical components (cf. R5, “division of work”).
Within a single InfrastructureComponentScope, multiple components con-
nected through provided and required interfaces can be deployed.
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Fig. 3. A Resource Container Example

While for example an application server component is business logic for the manu-
facturer, it is a technical component for all users of the application server. Thus, infras-
tructure components have the same structure like all components and only differ in the
InfrastructureComponentScope they are deployed in.

The final business logic layer of an application resides in the uppermost layer and is
formed from usual business components.

Further model extensions. Beyond the extensions introduced above, the PCM was
extended in the following areas. For accessing the execution environment, e.g. CPU
and HDD resources or controllers, explicit ResourceInterfaces have been intro-
duced (cf. R2, “explicit assumptions”). In the PCM, resources now are entities that
offer ResourceInterfaces which itself contain ResourceServices. The same
holds for the newly introduced controller elements, which can, like components, also
require ResourceInterfaces.
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Resources are the bottommost layer and do not contain RD-SEFFs for their provided
resource services and cannot have required interfaces. Instead, resources are accom-
panied by Java code that integrates with the Palladio tooling and provides behaviour
for the simulation. Resource usage in upper layers is in the simulation translated by
this Java code into timing values using implementations of queues that form a (lay-
ered) queuing network. Therefore, for each service of a resource as specified by the
ResourceInterface of it, basic timing values (for non-concurrent resource ac-
cess) must be specified.

The introduction of explicit ResourceServices means that resource demands in
internal actions of RD-SEFFs can reference single services of a resource
(cf. R3 “environment parametrisation”). It also means that the components have ex-
plicit required ResourceInterfaces and thus explicitly state requirements to the
execution environment (e.g. that they can run only on a JVM and a Java EE application
server).

Infrastructure components and controllers can provide and require Resource-
Interfaces and hence can forward resource demands from upper to lower layers.
As introduced above, infrastructure components use RD-SEFFs as behavioural specifi-
cation which is also used to propagate resource demands to lower layer, while controller
use Java code for this.
ResourceInterfaces are bound at deployment time (and not at system assem-

bly time as usual interfaces). By using layers, binding of ResourceInterfaces
can be automated as it is non-unambiguous. Required ResourceInterfaces are
automatically bound to an interface of the next lower layer that provides a compat-
ible interface. While these bindings of ResourceInterfaces are explicit in the
model, tooling can hide them in the concrete syntax (e.g. graphical representation) to
hide unnecessary complexity (cf. R6 “lower complexity”). In Fig. 3, the bindings of
the resource interfaces are thus not shown (e.g. between JVMComponent and Guest-
OSController). Although introducing explicit ResourceInterfaces, complexity
of modelling does not significantly increase due to automations enabled by layering.
For non-layered component models, binding is not unambiguous, as potentially an in-
finite number of possible ResourceInterfaces exists for binding. In general, no
automation is possible in such models.

Excerpts from the meta-model. In the following, we present the part of the PCM meta-
model that deals with the modelling of layered controllers of the execution environment.
The meta-model part for infrastructure component allocation is not shown here and
can be found in [8]. However, infrastructure components share the same meta-model
elements as business components. Hence, infrastructure components are modelled in
the same way as business components and only allocated in a different way. To model
parts of the execution environment with components, the component concepts can be
reused (cf. R6, “lower complexity”).

Fig. 4 shows the part of the PCM meta-model that deals with the modelling of
controllers. A controller always refers to a specific ControllerType. The
ControllerType specifies which controller code has to be used during simulation.
Similar to resources, ControllerTypes are made available to the PCM deployer in a
ResourceRepository. Since a PCM deployer only uses controllers that are already
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Fig. 4. PCM Meta-Model: Controllers

available, he does not have to create own instances of the ControllerType element.
A ControllerType inherits from ResourceInterfaceProvidingEntity
and ResourceInterfaceRequiringEntity, hence it can provide and require
ResourceInterfaces (the ResourceInterface and corresponding roles are
not shown in the figure, for the sake of clarity). To allow for a modelling of layered
controllers, every controller is deployed in its own ControllerLayer. Multiple
ControllerLayers are strictly ordered by means of associations which reference
the next upperControllerLayer (“upperLayer”) or the next lower Controller-
Layer (“lowerLayer”), respectively. Since controllers of the same Controller
Type can be deployed on several ResourceContainers (in fact, even one
Resource-Container may contain several controllers of the same Controller
Type, e.g. Linux running in a virtualised Linux), the ControllerInstance de-
notes the actual instance of the controller. A ResourceContainer has a reference
to all Control-lerInstances that are deployed on this ResourceContainer.
Thus, resource demands can be mapped unambiguously to a deployed controller.

To allow for reuse of a previously modelled set of ControllerLayers, a Re-
sourceContainer may also optionally reference a ControllerStack (e.g. a
Linux with Sun JVM). A ControllerStack serves as a container for predefined
ControllerLayers and is contained in a ResourceRepository, which makes
the reuse of a ControllerStack possible. However, a ResourceContainer
does not need to reference a predefined ControllerStack. In any case, for every
deployed controller, the ResourceContainer has to reference a Controller-
Instance element.

Limitations of the extended PCM model. The resource and execution environment ac-
cess only allows for specifying one parameter, i.e. the demand, to keep the PCM sim-
ulation slim and force abstractions. Supporting multiple parameters also could force
Component Developers to specify parameter values that cannot be known. For exam-
ple, a HDD interface might provide a "read" service whose demand specifies the
number of bytes to be read. A second parameter which specifies the probability of hit-
ting a HDD cache (which strongly influences performance) cannot be guessed by a
Component Developer as the actual size of the HDD cache cannot be known.
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Furthermore, in the current version, we concentrated on processing resource types
like a CPU or a HDD. A network resource type has not been considered yet.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the new meta-model presented in this paper. We show how
the extensions support explicit layering and investigate the ability to accurately model
scenarios.

In this section, we use the new extended meta-model to predict the performance of
the component-based FileShare application [13] whose Java bytecode implementation
runs on a Java Virtual Machine (JVM for Java SE). The FileShare application allows
users to share files by uploading and downloading them. Before a file can be uploaded,
FileShare checks in two databases that (i) the file is not yet uploaded and (ii) it is not
copyrighted (i.e. is eligible for sharing). The files are compressed before being stored
to save server space, and the file hash (digest) is used for lookup in the two aforemen-
tioned databases. Thus, the FileShare application involves business components and
execution environment (JVM, CPU). In this paper, we only consider the components
for compressing and for hashing because they already cover the two types of operations
found in Java bytecode: primitive instructions (e.g. IADD integer addition) and method
invocations (e.g. java.lang.ArrayList.add).

6.1 Objective

The objective of this case study is to show that the new meta-model is appropriate for
modelling realistic scenarios, such as bytecode components executed on JVMs. For
estimating the impact of a specific JVM on application performance or to predict the
performance of the FileShare application for other execution environments, the JVM
must be modelled as an explicit component that can be exchanged. To demonstrate the
power of the extended model, we will focus on the JVM component in the following,
while the case study covers the whole scenario.

The old Palladio meta-model did not support appropriate modelling of the JVM and
of business components that run on it: the JVM had to be modelled as a business com-
ponent that provided an interface for executing Java API methods and bytecode instruc-
tions, and itself used the CPU and other resources. All components therefore resided
at the same single layer. Also, each bytecode or API instruction had to be modelled as
a single external service call. As outlined in Section 5, the new extended meta-model
allows to specify several ResourceServices in a ResourceInterface which
then can be provided by resources or infrastructure components. In the new model,
accesses to the execution environment can be distinguished from calls to components.

6.2 Scenario

To understand the case study, we will briefly go through the basics of bytecode-based
performance prediction that we will apply to the compression and hashing components
in FileShare. For the approach, business components (hashing, compression), infras-
tructure components (JVM), and resources (CPU) need to be treated as distinct layers to
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capture their individual performance impact. The approach works in four steps (which
were described in detail in [13])

1. Obtain the resource demand of business components, i.e. to collect the number of
bytecode instructions and methods executed at runtime (dynamic) which are issued
to the JVM per provided service of the business component. For example, how
often IADD etc. are executed for files to be hashed.

2. Obtain the resource demand of infrastructure components, i.e. the resources used
by the JVM per individual instruction/method. For example, the JVM “delegates”
CPU usage down to the “lower” resource CPU. Here, to obtain the CPU usage
of an instruction/method (i.e. number of CPU cycles) we divide its benchmarked
duration through the duration of one CPU cycle.

3. Combine the results of Steps 1 and 2, where for each instruction/method, its runtime
count is multiplied with its resource demands. The resulting total (aggregated) per-
resource demands are delegated to the “lower” resources.

4. The Palladio tooling computes performance metrics from the aggregated resource
demands, e.g. response times or resource utilisation.

Dynamic instruction/method counts for a component service depend on that service’s
input parameters (i.e. the usage profile). Thus, in a correct JVM model, the CPU-
independent JVM resource demands in the service’s RD-SEFF must be expressed para-
metrically. Building on results of [13] where these dependencies were machine-learned
using genetic programming, the JVM resource demands (e.g. the number of IADD in-
structions) of the component services have been specified in the internal actions of
RD-SEFF as illustrated by an excerpt in Fig. 5.

For the JVM infrastructure component, the mapping from the offered resource ser-
vices (e.g. IADD) to the process resource service of the CPU is CPU-specific. In
this case study, we used a platform with a dual-core Intel T2400 1.83 GHz CPU with
1.5 GB of main memory, running Windows XP Pro with Sun JDK 1.6.0 06. Thus, one
CPU cycle takes 0.5464 ns, and the ICONST 1 instruction that was microbenchmarked
to take 1.68 ns is specified in the ICONST 1’s RD-SEFF to consume 3.07 CPU in-
structions. We also assume that Garbage Collection does not interrupt the execution
of a bytecode instruction; the impact of the Garbage Collection on execution of entire
algorithms/methods is complex to estimate and we consider it future work.

The model of the JVM must also account for complex optimisations of the real JVM
like JIT speedup. So we have reused the results of [13], which indicate that the aver-
age JIT speedup for the compression component is 12.9. To model the effects of JIT
speedup on the compression component, we have divided the CPU resource demands

Fig. 5. An excerpt of the RD-SEFF for the infrastructure component modelling the JVM
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in its RD-SEFF by 12.9 for the used combination of JVM, CPU and for the used al-
gorithm. While this pragmatic solution is not universal, it applies pretty well [13] for
20 different input files given to compression FileShare, which included variously-sized,
both uncompressed textual and compressed image (JPEG) files. Though we realise that
the inclusion of the speedup factor into the RD-SEFF may make that RD-SEFF specific
for the combination of the JVM, CPU and the algorithm, there is not enough evidence
in literature on JIT speedup. However, the concepts of the new meta-model in Palladio
will allow to parameterise the JIT speedup once more evidence on the latter becomes
available, e.g. using a JIT compiler component that is layered between the JVM com-
ponent and the CPU resource.

After the instruction/method counts have been specified in RD-SEFFs of the com-
pression and hashing components, and the JVM’s CPU usage has been specified in its
RD-SEFF, we have performed the actual performance prediction.

6.3 Results

Although we have taken only 18 most frequent bytecode instructions (to reduce man-
ual effort of creating the RD-SEFFs), the prediction results for the “compression and
hashing” part of FileShare were at most 10% off.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the predicted and measured results for an uncom-
pressed 25 KB file: Compression and hashing together were predicted to take 112 ms,
while 123 ms were measured. The resulting underestimation of < 9% originates in the
consideration of “only” the 18 most frequent bytecode instructions, and in the interpo-
lation that was cast into the mathematic expressions used in the RD-SEFFs’ resource
demands.

This bytecode scenario shows that concepts which could not be expressed using the
old meta-model can now be expressed with the new one, and that the performance can
be successfully predicted for the new scenario. We note that since our example used
the CPU as the (lowest-level) resource, the full power of Palladio simulation and tools
is available: for example, specification of a parameterised usage profile, simulation of
contention, evaluation of the CPU utilisation but also the visualisation and the reposi-
tories for components and resources.

Due to the explicit layering and components with explicit environmental dependen-
cies only, we could also have exchanged parts of the software stack (e.g. to simulate

Fig. 6. An excerpt of the results for the infrastructure component modelling the JVM
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replacing the Sun JVM by an IBM JVM). To enable simulations of the new software
stack model, only the JVM component needs to be changed. Thus, the extended com-
ponent model supports well what-if scenarios for all layers of components.

In the case study, we only modelled the CPU as resource. This simplification is
warranted, since no hard disk activity during benchmarking could be observed, and the
fact that the CPU usage and memory usage are impossible to disentangle and to measure
separately at the level of individual bytecode instructions. The current approach still is
limited as there is no automation for constructing the RD-SEFFs for the JVM.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an evaluated solution for modelling state-of-the-art
layered execution environments, such as disk arrays, virtual machines, and application
servers. Our contribution includes support for model-based performance prediction of
components running in these (virtualised) execution environments, as we have success-
fully shown in a case study where Java bytecode components were executed on a virtual
machine. The presented solution introduces explicit interfaces for resource access, thus
parameterising models of components over the used resource types, so that adding addi-
tional middleware or virtualisation layers does not lead to re-modelling of components.

We have applied our approach to the Palladio Component Model (PCM) and its tools,
which is now the first component model to support well-defined layering of execution
environments to separate business components (e.g. customer management) from in-
frastructure components (e.g. application servers), but also from hardware resources
(e.g. CPUs and hard disks), and controllers (e.g. RAID controllers). The extended PCM
simplifies working on large modelling projects by supporting the division of labour:
layering of components and controllers allows for better isolation, avoiding overlapping
modelling artifacts and allowing to change a layer and its model without side effects on
other layers. Also, the PCM roles such as application deployer or software architect
continue to be supported in the extended PCM, further supporting division of labour
among developers.

Our approach introduces only a limited additional complexity to the component
model as the extensions make use of pre-existing structures. The GUI of the PCM tools
hides the low-level details of the introduced model extensions from the user, making
the approach intuitive to use.

During our studies we found out that the same component is an infrastructure com-
ponent to some developers, while others see it as a business component. For example,
for a JVM developer the JVM is business logic, while for a developer of a user manage-
ment component it is infrastructure. This is reflected in the extended PCM by having
one type of components, which must only be deployed differently. If other component
models should start adopting the principle of layering, they must be aware of varying
assignments of components to layers.

For future work, we plan to integrate controllers into the PCM simulation and to
study the scalability of our approach. For usability reasons, we would like to integrate
further automation aspects into the PCM workbench: for example, in many cases, re-
source connectors can be derived automatically from given infrastructure component
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and controller layers. To enhance the applicability of performance prediction for byte-
code components, we plan to integrate tools for bytecode counting and benchmarking
into the PCM workbench.
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